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A primarily software based Fourier Deep Level Transient Spectroscope

(FDLTS) is built. The raw capacitance transient is acquired and digitized using

capacitance meter HP4280A whereas the signal analysis is done using a customized

software module. The software module calculates both the conventional DLTS spec-

trum and the Fourier DLTS spectrum. This home-made FDLTS set up was coni-

pared to a conimercial conventional box-car DLTS system (Sula Technology's DLTS)

as well as to a commercial Fourier DLTS system (Bio-rad) and it was found to be

either equivalent to the commercial systems or even better in some respects. In one

case, Fourier analysis using the home-made setup, led to the detection of a trap

completely undetected by the commercial conventional DLTS. The FDLTS system

together with the comnmercial conventional DLTS were used to study possible gold

contamination in an industrial process. The study was accomplished by comparing

conventional and Fourier DLTS spectra and corresponding calculated trap properties

using Schottky barrier diodes fabricated omi the suspect wafers and an intentionally

gold diffused reference sample wafer. During the investigation minority carrier emis-

sion in DLTS using Schottky barrier diodes was observed. The study revealed the
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presence of some possible gold-like contamination which trapped minority carriers

(i.e. electrons) in p type silicon.
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NOTATION

Symbol Description

A Amplitude of the transient

A3 Cross sectional area of diode

ntil Fourier cosine coefficient

B Offset of the transient

th Fourier sine coefficient

C Capacitance

en electron capture coefficient

Hole capture coefficient

E Energy level of the conduction band minimum

Ep Fermi energy level

E Intrinsic Fermi energy level

en Electron emission coefficient

Hole emission coefficient

ET Energy level of the trap

Permittivity of vacuum

complex Fourier coefficient

Dielectric constant of the semiconductor

N Number of samples

n Number of electrons in conduction band per cm3

NA Shallow acceptor concentration per cm3



ND Shallow donor concentration per cm3

NJ Trap concentration per cm3

Number of traps occupied by electrons per cm3

p Number of holes in valance band per crri3

q Magnitude of electronic charge

Electron capture cross section

cr Hole capture cross section

T Temperature

Period width

t Time

td Sampling interval

th Pulse duration

t, Time window

TI, Electron emission time constant

rp Hole emission time constant

Built in potential

Vt,, Thermal velocity



FOURIER DEEP LEVEL TRANSIENT SPECTROSCOPY AND ITS

APPLICATION TO GOLD IN SILICON

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep-Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) is a popular and sensitive tech-

nique devised by Lang [1] to characterize deep-level impurities in a semiconductor.

One can achieve the characterization of deep levels in many ways [2], e.g. through

capacitance, current or charge measurements. DLTS is based on the measurement

of capacitance change of a reverse biased diode when deep levels emit their carriers

after they are charged by a forward bias pulse. DLTS provides emission rate data

as a function of temperature. From the temperature dependence of the emission

rate, the activation energy of a deep level could be estimated. Trap concentration

and the capture cross section are the additional information obtained from typical

DLTS experiment.

DLTS could be performed on Schottky barrier diodes (SBD) or p-n junction

diodes. The choice of diode type depends on the nature of the study. Schottky

diodes are better suited to study surface defects whereas p-n junction are good

candidates to study bulk defects. More importantly p-n junctions are preferred to

observe minority carrier related traps as Schottky diodes show little minority carrier

injection.

The need for electrical characterization of traps could arise in various situa-

tions. For example, DLTS would be a good option to identify the impurities present

in the starting wafer at the beginning of any fabrication process or to investigate

the presence of impurities or defects introduced during the fabrication process.
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The basic problems of capacitance transient based DLTS measurements are

poor signal-to-noise ratio, amount of time required for the measurement which typ-

ically consists of several temperature sweeps and the presence of non-ideal (e.g.

multi-exponential or non-exponential) transients.

Capacitance DLTS can be implemented in different ways. Different meth-

ods differ in the way the transient data is acquired and analyzed. Each type of

implementation tries to solve one or more of the above-mentioned problems regard-

ing transient capture and analysis through new hardware designs or modifications

in the existing hardware or software or both. Every method has its unique ad-

vantages and disadvantages. Fourier DLTS (FDLTS) is one such implementation

which reduces the number of temperature sweeps to just one thus increasing the

time efficiency. [3, 41 Fourier analysis also achieves greater accuracy by increasing

the number of data points as well as the data range available for fitting the acti-

vation energy plot. Fourier DLTS is well suited for computerized automation. In

addition to advantages of Fourier analysis, software-based FDLTS incorporates all

the advantages of software-based systems (e.g. more often than not such systems are

more versatile and easier to implement). Especially in the present scenario when the

memory and processing power of computers and new software development packages

are so easily and cheaply available, implementations incorporating software-based

analysis should prove to be much more economical.

The organization of this thesis is as follows. In the next chapter, a basic

theory of deep levels and their influence on carrier statistics is illustrated. The ef-

fect of carrier emission or capture on the capacitance of a pulsed diode is discussed

next. Two popular implementations of deep level measurements using 1) conven-

tional DLTS and 2) Fourier DLTS are discussed in the later half of the chapter.

Chapter three consists of a discussion of assembly and working of the home-made
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Fourier DLTS. This set up was compared to a commercial conventional DLTS equip-

ment as well as commercial Fourier DLTS equipment. Chapter three also describes

the result of the above two comparisons. Comparison between Fourier and conven-

tional analysis in general is done at the end. The home-made FDLTS set up and a

commercial conventional DLTS were used to study gold related traps in silicon to

investigate possible gold contamination in a real-life industrial fabrication process

facility. Chapter four summarizes the results of that investigation and includes a

discusion of the observation of minority carrier emission during DLTS using Schot-

tky barriers. The conclusion is presented in chapter five. Appendices I and II consist

of the graphical user interface (GUI) and the source code developed for the Fourier

Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy setup.
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2. PHYSICS OF DEEP LEVELS

In DLTS one deals with capacitance transient of a switched diode. The

nature of transient depends on the energetic positions and types of traps among

other things. An understanding of the basic phenomenon is necessary to interprete

the resulting DLTS spectra. A basic theory concerning deep levels and their influence

on carrier statistics is illustrated in this chapter. Capacitance transients resulting

from emission and capture of carriers from deep levels in a switched Schottky diode

are explained further. The last two sections comprise of the description of two

techniques, namely conventional DLTS and Fourier DLTS.

2.1. Basic Theory

it is well known that the perfect periodicity of an infinite three dimensional

single crystal gives rise to the band structure in crystalline solids. According to the

band theory, a large three dimensional single crystal of a semiconductor gives rise

to a conduction band and a valance band separated by an energy band gap.

2.1.1. Deep Levels, R-G centers and Traps

Any disturbance to the perfect order of the semiconductor single crystal (e.g.

surface, introduction of dopants or inadvertent crystalline defects or impurities like

gold) causes introduction of additional energy levels within the band gap. Discrete

energy levels near the midgap introduced by the presence of metallic impurities like

gold, copper or even crystal imperfections give rise to deep levels. Deep levels act as

recombination and generation (R-G) centers. (Generation causes the number of free

carriers to increase whereas recombination results in decrease of the carrier concen-
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tration.) In a semiconductor in equilibrium, the number of free carriers is constant

as the generation rate is equal to the recombination rate. (If the semiconductor

is not in equilibrium then one of these processes will dominate the other so as to

return to equilibrium.) The deep level traps could assist in both generation and

recombination processes. Under non-equilibrium conditions deep levels would act

as predominantly either recombination or generation centers depending upon the

difference between the carrier concentration under non-equilibrium conditions and

the equilibrium carrier concentration. If the actual carrier concentration is less than

the equilibrium carrier concentration, as it is in a junction space charge region (scr),

then midgap levels will predominantly act as generation centers. On the other hand

in the adjacent regions of the junction scr in a forward biased diode the deep levels

predominantly act as recombination centers as the actual carrier concentration is

higher than that in equilibrium as a result of carrier injection.

The presence of midgap levels can give rise to four different processes; electron

capture c, electron emission e, hole capture c, and hole emission e. (These

processes cause carrier concentration variations.) A recombination event (of an

excess electron-hole pair) involving a midgap level could be viewed as successive

occurrence of electron capture followed by hole capture by the defect. Similarly,

generation could be seen as hole emission from the midgap level followed by electron

emission. Fig. 2.1 depicts the above four processes.

On the other hand trapping is an event where the carrier is captured by the

trap level (midgap level) for some amount of time and then it is emitted back to the

same band that it came from. Whether an impurity center acts as a recombination-

generation center or as a trap depends on the position of Fermi level, the energy

level of the trap within the band gap and temperature. Generally, the deep levels
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FIGURE 2.1. Energy band diagram with R-G centers and resuhing carrier emission
and capture processes
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near to the midgap act as R-G centers and the ones nearer to conduction or valence

band act as trap levels. In DLTS, oiie is always dealing with the trap levels.

2.1.2. Shockley-Read-Hall Statistics

The equation governing the rate of change of trap occupancy because of

electron emission and capture is

dnTdp dn

dt
- (c7n + eP)(NT flT) (Cpp + e)nT (2.1)

where symbols have their usual meanings (see notation). This is a complicated non

linear differential equation, made even more difficult because of the time dependence

of both carrier concentrations ri and p. However, the above equation can be sim-

plified in some special cases. Consider a quasi-neutral region of an Il-type substrate

where minority i.e. hole concentration, p could be easily neglected and majority i.e.

electron concentration, ii can be assumed constant. The solution for the differential

equation is easily obtained for this case

where

n(t) = nT(0)exp
e + cn

[i exp ()] (2.2)+ NT
\\ J e+cn+e

1

(e + cn + e)

Moreover, if one considers a quasi neutral region of a Schottky diode at zero bias on

an n-type substrate, i.e. cTln >> e,, e, the approximate steady state (i.e. t * cx)

G-R center concentration occupied by electrons is given by T NT. If the diode

is now switched from zero to reverse bias, the space charge region extends into the

adjoining quasi neutral region. The G-R centers in the newly formed space charged

region would emit electrons which are quickly swept by the electric field in the region.
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The emission dominates the capture and one can easily neglect the term can. At

the beginning of this emission process only electron emission dominates since the

traps are filled with electrons. Thus by also neglecting e, Eqn. 2.2 changes to

where

flT(0) exp
(-k)

(2.3)

NTeXp (_!) (2.4)

1
Te =

e

The steady state G-R center concentration would be nT(cx) = [e/(e + efl)JNT, as

hole emission can not be neglected except for the initial phase.

2.1.3. Capacitance Measurements

The traps could be either accepter-like or donor-like defects. Acceptors,

by definition are negatively charged when occupied by electrons and neutral when

empty (or occupied by holes). The donors, on the other hand are positively charged

when empty and neutral when occupied by electrons. The capacitance of a Schottky

diode is given by

where

NscrC = constant
(V Va1ied)

(2.5)

constant = A

If the substrate contains ND shallow donors and if the deep level defects are acceptor-

like then Nscr = N nF when the deep level impurities are occupied by electrons



and N5cr = N when the deep levels are empty. On the other hand if the midgap

level defects are donor-type then Nscr = Nj when the impurities are occupied

by electrons and Nscr = N + p when emptied. Thus, when a Schottky diode

is switched from zero to reverse bias, the resulting electron emission causes Nscr

to vary with time, which in effect changes the junction capacitance with time in

such a manner that the time dependence of T1T is reflected in the diode capacitance

transient. In the methods used to characterize the deep levels, it is this capacitance

transient which is monitored. The time dependence could be seen more explicitly

below

and for NT << ND

C
A ____

qk5eoND flT(t)
(2.6)

2(Vb Vajypijed) ND

-
Co1

flT(t)
(2.7)

ND

I flT(0)

(ii
(2.8)C0

V 2ND 'Tel]

Thus, from a C-t measurement of a pulsed Schottky diode, one can find the deep

level defect concentration NT = nT(0) and the emission time constant 'Te = -. The

time dependence of the capacitance could be easily explained qualitatively as shown

in Fig. 2.2. The capacitance is lowest at the time immediately after the application

of the reverse bias, and the space charge region is the widest (Fig. 2.2b). As the

majority carriers are emitted, scr decreases in width and the capacitance increases

and finally reaches a steady state value (Fig. 2.2c).

In an n type semiconductor electron emission by deep level acceptor impuri-

ties causes N5cr to change from Nscr = N n. to Nscr = N, whereas in case of

deep level donor impurities electron emission causes to change from Nscr = N

to Nscr = N +p. In both the cases, electron emission in an n type semiconductor
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FIGURE 2.2. Qualitative pictorial explanation of the capacitance transient in a
switched Schottky diode

is resulting into a net increase in Similarly in case of p type semiconductor,

hole emission from acceptor mid gap impurity will change Nscr from = N to

N5 N + n whereas in case of donor impurities hole emission would change

Nscr from N5cr = iV p to Nscr = N. In both the cases hole emission from p

type semiconductor would result in net increase in Thus, the point to note

is that the capacitance increases with time in the case of majority carrier emission

no matter whether the deep levels are donor or acceptor impurities or whether the

semiconductor is n or p type. Similarly one obtains an exponentially decreasing ca-

pacitance transient in the case of minority carrier emission. Thus the nature of the

C-t curve immediately tells whether the trap is a minority carrier trap or a majority

carrier trap.
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2.1.4. Carrier Emission Rate as a Function of Temperature

A typical DLTS experiment can measure not only the trap concentration but

also the energetic position and the capture cross section of the trap. To understand

how to estimate the trap energy, one needs to know how the emission rate (or

emission time constant) is related to the trap energy and temperature. Following

expressions for the carrier emission rates under equilibrium are derived from the

principle of detailed balance [2, 5].

[E2 -ET
J

exp kT (2.9)
UnVthfli

[Ec -ET]exp kT (2.10)
avthNc

for electron emission and

[ET-E 1exp kT (2.11)
UpVihflj

[ET-EV1exp kT (2.12)
UVthNv

for hole emission.

From Eqns. 2.10- 2.12 it is evident that if one could determine 'r at different

temperatures, then the trap energy level ET and the capture cross section (a7. or

a,) could be calculated from the slope and the y-intercept of an Arrhenius plot (also

called as activation energy plot) of ln(T2) versus 1000/T, respectively. It is as-

sumed that the equilibrium carrier emission rates and the non-equilibrium emission

rates are not significantly different. More often than not, this assumption is not

valid especially so during DLTS measurements. DLTS measurements are done with

the diode under reverse bias which introduces intense electrical field in the space

charge region that can modify the emission rates.
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2.2. Conventional DLTS

This method to determine deep levels properties was originally devised by

Lang [1]. In this method one looks at the difference between capacitance values

measured at two different times in the C t transient after a filling pulse has been

applied while changing the temperature. As the temperature changes, the emission

time constant for the traps changes arid the difference between the two capacitance

values goes through an extremum. Fig. 2.3 (left) shows the capacitance transients

at different temperatures. As the temperature decreases, the transients become

slower due to the decrease in 'r with temperature. On the right side in Fig. 2.3 the

difference between the capacitance values, C(ti) C(t2) is plotted. This is the DLTS

signal or DLTS spectrum. It could be easily derived that the difference between the

capacitances,

C(t1) C(t2)
cOflT(0)

[exp () exp (_)] (2.13)

reaches the minimum Cj? at some temperature when the emission time

constant is equal to the time window t defined by

tl-t2
e (Tmin) = t (2.14)

ln(t2/ti)

This minimum provides one data point (1000/Tmjni), ln(1T1) in the Arrhenius

plot. The choice whether one looks at the capacitance difference öC = C(t1) C(t2)

or the opposite i.e. C = C(t2) C(t1) is arbitrary. The sign of the DLTS spectrum

obtained depends on this choice. If 5C = C(t1) C(t2) then majority carrier

emission which gives increasing exponential transient would lead to a negative DLTS

spectrum whereas if 5C = C(t2) C(t1) then the spectrum would be positive for

majority emission case. To obtain several data points in the Arrhenius plot one needs

to run the sample through several temperature sweeps, each sweep corresponding
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FIGURE 2.3. Pictorial presentation of conventional DLTS signal analysis

to a different value of the rate window. The slope of the Arrhenius plot (a typical

Arrhenius plot is shown in Fig. 2.4) is used to calculate the trap energy and the

capture cross section could be estimated from the y intercept.

The DLTS measurements are performed by pulsing the sample under inves-

tigation periodically from quiescent reverse bias to zero-bias and back to reverse

bias. (see Fig. 2.5) To explain the measurement method further, we will consider

a Schottky diode on an n-type semiconductor. The applied periodic bias waveform

takes the sample to zero-bias for some part of the total period duration. This is

called a filling pulse. During the filling pulse, the trap levels are filled by elec-

trons. The duration of the filling pulse is set long enough to fill all the traps so that

nT(tfiu) NT. After the end of the filling pulse the diode is reverse biased at con-
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stant bias till the end of the full cycle. The moment the diode is reverse biased the

traps start emitting electrons and the capacitance of the diode increases exponen-

tially due to majority carrier emission. In conventional DLTS measurements, this

capacitance transient signal is multiplied by a reference signal which is also called

weighing function, w(t). The product is then filtered using a linear filter. This is

a correlation technique, which helps extracting the signal from the noise automati-

cally. It also subtracts the constant equilibrium capacitance offset. Depending upon

the type of the reference signal used for the correlator, the conventional DLTS is

categorized as 1) Box-car DLTS and 2) Lock-in amplifier DLTS. Historically, in both

of these techniques, the correlation is implemented in hardware.

2.2.1. Box-car DLTS

In the box-car DLTS, the weighing function is nothing but addition of two

opposite Dirac delta functions separated in time. In simpler words the capacitance

waveform is effectively sampled at two different times, t = t1 and t = t2, and then one

capacitance value is subtracted from the other. As mentioned earlier the transient

is relatively fast at temperatures much higher than Tmin and relatively slow at

temperatures much lower than Tmin. Thus, the capacitance difference C(t1) C(t2)

measured at such high or low temperatures, is typically immeasurably small. At

some temperature Tmzn, when

t2-tl
e(Tmin) tw

ln(t2/ti)

this difference signal is minimum. Thus, the difference signal is a function of tem-

perature and it passes through a minimum at Tmin. This is the DLTS signal. This

way one temperature sweep results in one DLTS peak at that temperature where

the emission constant is equal to the time window t, which in turn is fixed by
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FIGURE 2.5. Typical bias wavefrom and the resulting capacitance transient
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the chosen t1 and t2. Thus, one acquires one datum point in the plot of 1(eT2)

versus 1000/T plot. This whole procedure is repeated for several different pairs of t1

and t2, corresponding to different time windows. The repetition necessitates many

temperature sweeps. This way the number of data points obtained for the Arrhenius

plot are exactly equal to the number of sweeps.

2.2.2. Lock-in Amplifier DLTS

In this approach, the weighing function is a square or sinusoidal wave whose

period is set by the frequency of the lock-in amplifier. A DLTS peak is observed

when this frequency bears the proper relationship to the emission time constant.

This correlation could be thought of as a one-component continuous Fourier series

analyzer. This approach has a better signal-to-noise ratio than the earlier boxcar

approach.

2.3. Fourier Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy

Due to the advances in personal computer technology, most of the modern

DLTS techniques include digitizing the whole capacitance waveform and storing it

electronically for further data analysis. The data analysis could be carried out using

various signal processing functions. The literature is strewn with examples of using

different types of analysis like fast Fourier Transform [3, 4], method of moments [17],

spectroscopic line fitting [201, covariance method of linear predictive modeling [21],

linear regression [22], special algorithms for the separation of closely spaced peaks

and Laplace transform [23]. We will concern ourselves mainly with Fourier analysis.

Whether a specific method of analysis is better than any other method can

be judged from the relative lengths over which a straight line fit can be obtained in
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the activation energy plot. It is this best possible fit line combined with the absolute

accuracy of the best fit that would lead to an accurate estimation of the activation

energy of the trap. The Fourier transform (FT) method is superior for the analysis

of a single exponential compared to the conventional DLTS method or the method

of moments as it provides relatively the largest range over which one can acquire

the data fitting to a straight line in an Arrhenius activation energy plot [17].

The Fourier transform has properties that make it particularly useful for the

analysis of exponential transients. The transform as defined in Eqn. 2.16 maps a

function of time into a function of frequency

where

1
eTw

=
J

f(t) exp (inwt)dt (2.15)

1
= zb) (2.16)

2i
w =

Tiv

For f(t) = Aexp[(t + to)/T] + B the ratio of real and imaginary components of

c(w) yields the quantity 1/(rw) independent of the amplitude A or baseline offset

B. Once one knows 'r, A and B could be found. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

is used whenever the signal to be analyzed is a discrete function of time. DFT is

defined as

Ni
F = fkexP (-2irink)

(2.17)
k=O

m=O,12,...,N-1

In the literature the Fourier analysis is mainly performed by calculating either con-

tinuous Fourier transform coefficients [17] or by calculating discrete Fourier trans-

form (DFT) coefficients [4]. The DFT analysis is better and more accurate as it
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accounts for the limited measuring time. The way a C-t transient is obtained, it

is invariably discretized by the analog-to-digital-converter (adc) in the capacitance

meter and thus using discrete Fourier transform is even more fitting. Fast Fourier

transform (FFT), which is an efficient algorithm to find DFT, is used to find the

Fourier coefficients.

During Fourier deep level transient spectroscopy (FDLTS), N capacitance

values are obtained by sampling the C t curve at different N values of time. From

these values, discrete Fourier coefficients are calculated numerically. The entire

frequency spectrum, meaning the coefficients of all orders, is rarely calculated. It is

usually and safely assumed that the transient is comprised of only low frequencies

superimposed on the high frequency noise signal. Therefore, coefficients of the lower

order are more than enough for the data analysis. Moreover, the amplitude of the

cosine coefficients decreases with increasing order [4]. As greater amplitude most of

the times also entails better signal to noise ratio, calculation of only first few lower

order coefficients suffices. The concentration of deep levels NT could be calculated

from each sine coefficient, as the amplitude of an exponential transient is related to

the sine coefficient by the relation

A=b () (
e:P())

(2.18)

The carrier emission or capture time constant could be evaluated from the ratios of

different coefficients, which could be categorized in three ways as follows:

a ak
(2.19)

Vtk2ak n2a

(2.20)
kb nbk

T(bfl,bk)
Vk2nbk m2kb

(2.21)
1 b
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It was shown that the time constant evaluated from (a and b) (i.e. Eqn. 2.21) has

the least error among the above three methods [4] and it is also easier for calculations.

In a typical Fourier DLTS experiment, the first few C t transient measurements

can be used to readjust the user supplied starting measurement parameters (e.g.

number of samples N) to achieve higher accuracy. From the acquired quantized

C t curve, the minimum time required to reach the steady state, t5 is estimated.

For a given period width T, there are different ranges of t8/Tw where a particular

method of the above three methods to calculate T results in maximum accuracy

as well as greater range in the activation energy plot. Time constant y or

evaluated using Eqn. 2.21 leads to a maximum range and accuracy when (t8/Tw)

1. Thus, after the first few preliminary C t transient acquisitions, the user supplied

values for time between samples td and/or number of samples N could be reset if

necessary (which effectively changes period T) so that t5/T 1. This method of

automation of resetting and overriding the user supplied measurement parameters

is an important feature of computerized FDLTS. In addition since the coefficients

are calculated from the entire C t transient, they contain far more information

regarding the transient than what just a difference in two capacitance values from

the same transient would contain. For example, it could be checked whether a

particular transient is exponential or not from the ratios of various coefficients. For

a general exponential transient, the following relations between the coefficients are

always true.

a2 < a1 < 4a2 (2.22)

b2/2 < b < 2b2 (2.23)

(2.24)
a1b2 2
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These relations could be assessed after acquiring the first few preliminary transients

and the measurement algorithm can use this information in various ways.
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3. FOURIER DLTS SET UP AND ITS COMPARISON WITH COMMERCIAL
SET UPS

This chapter describes the assembly of a home-made Fourier DLTS set up,

which is capable of Fourier as well as conventional analysis. Fourier and conventional

box-car DLTS systems are available commercially and were accessible to us. Since

the home-made system was capable of implementing both types; (Fourier and box-

car analysis), we compared each type of analysis to the results obtained from a

corresponding type of commercial system. This chapter describes the results of

such comparisons. At the very end of the chapter, the Fourier analysis is compared

to the conventional one as an analysing tool in general.

3.1. Configuration

The home made set up is comprised of hardware and software modules and

they are described in the following sections. The hardware module is mainly com-

prised of an HP4280A C-V meter, an HP8112A pulse generator and a lakeshore

temperature controller. Software module consists of a (1) temperature control and

stabilization module and (2) data acquisition and analysis module.

3.1.1. Assembly of FDLTS

The schematic of the Fourier DLTS set up built during this work is shown

in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. The device under test (DUT) and the temperature sensor

are placed as close as possible on the sample holder. A commercial closed-cycle

helium refrigerator is used for cooling whereas a conventional resistive heater is

used for heating the sample. The proximity of the sensor to the sample and their
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thermal contact with each other are critical to obtain reliable DLTS data due to the

highly temperature sensitive nature of the DLTS measurement. The whole sample

assembly is placed inside vacuum to avoid condensation on the sample as well as to

provide thermal insulation. It also helps in keeping the sample ill the dark during the

measurement. The capacitance transient is measured and analyzed by a capacitance

meter (HP4280A). The transient is saved after discretization and the signal analysis

is done by the software. A signal generator (HP8112A) is used to generate the

periodic bias pulse. The capacitance meter does have a built-in signal generator but

using an external generator is advisable for faster response. The resistor heater is

controlled using a Lakeshore temperature controller (model 805). The temperature

control is achieved through controlling the resistive heater power. The computer

is interfaced with the HP4280A, the HP8112A and the temperature controller and

performs various functions. The computer controls the whole measurement process.

It is used to initialize the instruments with user provided measurement starting

parameters and acquires, stores and analyses the transient and temperature data.

3.1.2. Hardware: Equipment Description

HP4280A and HP8112A are used to acquire the capacitance transient and to

produce the required periodic bias signal respectively. HP4280A consists of a 1 MHz

sinusoidal signal source, a vector current meter and a DC bias source. It measures

capacitance C and conductance G of the DUT at frequency 1 MHz. It is also capable

of making C-V and C-t measurements using either an internal or external bias and/or

pulse source. It has three user selectable measurement ranges, and the resolution of

the measurement depends on the selected range. The lower the range, the better the

resolution. The HP4280A is equipped with C-High Resolution option. When this
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o Ext Bias Fast I I EXT OUTPUT
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HP4280A HP81 12A

FIGURE 3.3. Schematic of connection between HP4280A and HP8112A

option is used, the HP4280A measures oniy the difference between the capacitance

of the DUT and a user-specified offset capacitance. Since the difference capacitance

is much smaller than either the offset capacitance or the device capacitance, 4280A

can measure in a more sensitive range. According to 4280A manual
[71, 'to measure

devices with fast responce, it is advisable to use externally supplied biasing.' It

can perform either slow or fast measurement when using the external biasing. Slow

C-t measurement provides better accuracy whereas fast C-t measurement provides

optimum speed. The choice depends on the characteristics of the device being

measured and the measurement objectives. In the homemade set up, HP8112A

connected to HP4280A as shown in figure'3.3 was used as an external pulse bias

source during high resolution fast C-t measurement.

Any complex impedance can be represented by a series or parallel equivalent

circuit combination of one resistive and one reactive element (see Fig. 3.4a and

Fig. 3.4b). It is possible to establish the circuit elements in such a way that both

equivalent circuits would have identical impedances at a given frequency. HP4280A

measures capacitance C and conductance G of the equivalent parallel circuit of the

DUT. For C, G and r8 (as defined in Fig. 3.4c) of the DUT, it could be derived that
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(b)

(C)

FIGURE 3.4. Illustration of (a) Parallel equivalent circuit, (b) Series equivalent
circuit and (c) Equivalent circuit of the DUT

C
Cp

I + (wrC)2
(3.1)

where w = measurement frequency. A typical DLTS signal consists of capacitance

difference AC, and from Eqn. 3.1

AC

(1

2(wr8C)2

)
AC

[1 + (wr5C)2j [1 + (wr5C)2]
(3.2)

Note that as seen in Eqn. 3.2, AC decreases when r3 increases and it could even

change sign for high values of r5.

As the emission rate is a fast varying function of temperature, the accuracy

of the measured temperature is of great importance. Model 805 from Lake Shore

Cryotronics, Inc. is used as a temperature controller. It uses a DT-470/471 silicon

diode as a temperature sensor. The controller was interfaced with the computer

using an IEEE-488 interface. The parameters, like target temperature and the



proportional and the integral control gain magnitudes, could be set manually as well

as automatically. Note that one does not have ally control over the cooling power of

the cryostat. Once started, the cryostat continuously cools down the sample. The

temperature of the sample could be held constant at any temperature for the purpose

of measurement only by controlling the heating rate. The cooling rate and the

heat loss rate changes with temperature and, naturally, the temperature controller

settings may have to be changed with the target and the current temperature and

the difference between them. The software takes care of changing the parameters

with current sample temperature. This procedure is optimized for this particular

set up.

3.1.3. Software: Working of FDLTS

HP SICL (Standard Instrument Control Library) was used to interface the

instrument I/O functions and the Visual Basic code running on Windows 97. SICL

provides three types of functions. The type core function, works with all types of

devices and interfaces. All the functions used in the code, were carefully chosen to be

core functions. The software is comprised of mainly two modules: (1)a temperature

control and stabilization module and (2) a data acquisition and analysis module.

The temperature stabilization procedure of the temperature control module

is critical for the accuracy of the measured temperature. It is also important that

the stabilization process takes minimum possible time. The time required for stabi-

lization is inversely related to the accuracy of the temperature measurement. The

total time required for the stabilization of temperature was optimized against the

overall accuracy. One feature of the temperature module is the user control over

the temperature stabilization method. The user is given an option of sacrificing
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temperature accuracy for shorter measurement time by selecting fast run option. A

user might be interested in it during the first few preliminary runs. In the Fast run

option the measurements are recorded the moment the set temperature is reached,

whereas in the Temp-stabilized option the measurement commences only after the

set temperature is reached and stabilized. The data acquisition module saves the

acquired data in text as well as excel format. The conventional as well as Fourier

DLTS spectra and raw capacitance transients are plotted in real time. Plotting

in real time helps in many ways. (e.g. it helps to make sure that the electrical

contact to the sample is good.) More often than not the contact does degrade at

low temperature. Stopping the measurement process in the event of observation of

unacceptable real time data (caused by contact degradation or loose contact) saves

considerable time.

The signal consisting of the discretized capacitance transient is analyzed in

two ways. In part one, the signal is analyzed in a way to simulate the conventional

box-car DLTS correlator. Further analysis to get the emission rate using activation

energy plot has to be done manually because of the fact that identification of peaks

is a subjective process. In part two, the Fourier cosine (an: real part) and sine (ba:

imaginary part) coefficients are calculated. In this part the emission rate as a func-

tion of temperature is calculated from the Fourier coefficients using Eqn. 2.21c and

thus manual analysis is not necessary. The conventional DLTS data points (r, T)

corresponding to different time windows are calculated from the acquired transient/s

at all the desired temperature. By default eight data points corresponding to eight

different time windows are calculated at each temperature. The user could change

the default number and magnitude of time windows. For the conventional DLTS

spectrum calculations in this set up the difference capacitance C(t1) C(t2) is cal-

culated (t1 < t2) from the acquired Ct data at different temperatures. This means
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a majority emission would give a negative peak. This choice is arbitrary and this

particular way was chosen just to be consistent with the commercial conventional

box-car DLTS instrument that we used for calibration purposes described later.

The Fourier analysis part of the software is described below in more detail.

Various terms used in acquiring C-t data using HP4280A are described in Fig. 3.5

namely td =Time between two sampling points. th =Pulse duration. Measurement

voltage is the quiescent reverse bias applied during the transient measurement which

was typically 3V in our case. Pulse voltage is the bias applied to the sample during

filling pulse, and it was typically 0 V. N is number of samples per transient.

All of the above parameters form a subset of the total starting parameters.

The values for the starting measurement parameters could be set using the graph-

ical user interface (GUI) (see appendix A) at the commencement of the FDLTS

measurement program. After setting these necessary initial parameters, the user is

prompted to choose from either one set of measurements or two sets of measurement.

In the two sets of measurement mode, the capacitance transient is acquired twice

at every desired temperature and the user needs to provide two different values for

td the time between each sample i.e. tdl and td2 and two corresponding values for

the number of samples N1 and N2. This feature is included to facilitate fast and

slow response measurements, which was found to increase the range of data points

in the Arrhenius plot. Fourier sine and cosine coefficients are calculated as follows

at every desired temperature from all the available i.e. fast and slow transients.

2 I2irnt]a = -C(t)cos
L T j

(3.3)
Wi

= -C(t) sin I2irnt1
LTi (3.4)

The emission rate is calculated from the above coefficients using Eqn. 2.21c. The

plots showing the capacitance transients are plotted in an excel chart in real time.
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The transient data is also stored in a text format on the hard disc. The current

conventional DLTS spectrum, Fourier coefficients and the Arrhenius plot are also

displayed real time.

3.2. Comparison with Commercial set ups

The home made set up could do both Fourier and conventional box-car anal-

ysis. The conventional DLTS analysis by the home made system was compared

with commercial conventional analysis using Sula technology's DLTS equipment.

It was accomplished through measurements of same sample using the two systems

and comparing the acquired measurement data. Similarly the fourier analysis by

home made set up was compared with commercially available FDLTS equipment

(Bio-rad). Following sections describe the sample preparation, measurement set ups

and the results of the comparative study.

3.2.1. Sample Preparation (Fabrication of Schottky Diodes

All the DLTS measurements, during the course of this project, were per-

formed on Schottky diodes. Schottky diodes were fabricated, using the in-house ca-

pability, on both p and n type silicon by evaporating metal films through a shadow

mask in a Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) system. To form these rectifying con-

tacts gold was used in the case of n type whereas aluminum was used in case of p

type silicon. These metals are known to form good low leakage current, high barrier

Schottky diodes [18]. The wafers used for this purpose had a high sheet resistivity

e.g. lowly doped (1O151O16 P or B cm3) epitaxial layer on top of highly conductive

substrate, (1O181O19 P or B cm3). 1500 A° thick aluminum film was evaporated

on the other side of the wafer and was used as a back contact. The high doping
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of the substrate guaranteed formation of an ohmic contact with aluminum, which

served as a second terminal for the diode. Only n type wafers were pretreated in

buffer HF (10 cc HF + 40 gm NH4HF + 100 cc 1120) before the Schottky diode

formation. After the formation of Schottky diodes, diodes were characterized using

current-voltage and capacitance-voltage measurements. Only those samples, which

showed low leakage current, (i.e. 'R lOOnA) and an ideality factor around one

(n 1) were used for the DLTS measurement.

3.2.2. Comparison to Commercial Conventional DLTS

The available commercial DLTS system (Sula) did not have computerized

temperature control or data acquisition facility. Therefore it was necessary to build

a set up capable of doing that. This set up is very similar to Fourier DLTS set up

discussed before.

3.2.2.1. Assembly of Conventional Set up

A schematic of the set up comprising of commercial conventional box-car

DLTS, which was used during comparative study is shown in, Fig. 3.6. The capac-

itance transient is measured and analyzed by Sula Technologies DLTS equipment.

The periodic bias pulse required for the DLTS measurement is generated within the

instrument. The correlator output converted to voltage signal is measured via digital

multi-meter (DMM: Keithley 721), which in turn is interfaced with the computer.

The computer performs two functions. It acquires the DLTS signal via the DMM

and the corresponding sample temperature data from the temperature controller.

It also controls the heater power through temperature controller.
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FIGURE 3.6. Commercial conventional box-car DLTS set up
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8.22.2. Hardware: Sula Technology's DLTS

In this set up, all of the signal analysis is accomplished through hardware.

Sula Technologies Deep Level Transient Spectrometer (Fig. 3.7) available in-house

was used for this purpose. It consists of five functional modules: pulse generator,

capacitance meter, correlator, pulse generator/correlator combined unit and power

supply. Pulse generator module generates the periodic bias voltage necessary to

switch the DUT and the user can control period, offset, filing pulse width and

amplitude of the bias pulse. It's possible to use external bias too. Care should be

taken that the chosen period is such that T (pulse width + 1O(initial delay)) and

at the same time (period)/(initial delay) < 200. The output of the pulse generator,

which is a superposition of 1 MHz signal and pulsed bias voltage is obtained at 'X'

connector. A trigger pulse synchronized with the bias pulse is obtained at sync

out.' A typical configuration is as shown in Fig. 3.7 where a DUT is connected

between 'X' and GIN' of capacitance meter. The amplified capacitance transient

after background suppression is obtained at connector PRE AMP.' The correlator

output is obtained at connector 'Y' and is given by

zC(pF) 0.2(Y)(Range)
(PreArnpGain)

(3.5)

This spectrometer is equipped to remove DC background from the capaci-

tance meter output and amplify the resultant difference signal. The correlator is

based on a modified double boxcar signal averaging technique. The measurements

could be performed only at one rate window at a time in DLTS mode. The rate

window is selected by setting the initial time delay, t1. The relation between the

rate window and the initial time t1 in this equipment is specified as Eqn. 3.6 [61

RateWindow(ms) = t = 4.3(InitialDelay)(ms). (3.6)
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Thus from Eqn. 3.6 and Eqn. 2.14 we infer that t2/t1 c 12. It is evident that one

does not have any control over the value of t2/t1. However, the instrument does

provide a facility to acquire double correlation deep level transient signal (DDLTS).

The instrument also provides the periodic bias pulse train. The filling pulse dura-

tion, amplitude, period of repetition and the quiescent reverse bias are all controlled

manually. The instrument is capable of measuring very small differences in capaci-

tances of the order of few fF. There are a few limitations of the instrument, which

render this set up not useful for the Fourier deep level spectroscopy.

The data are analyzed for only one rate window at a time, which necessitates

several temperature sweeps making the whole measurement process very time con-

suming. Moreover, the complete raw capacitance transient data are not available to

the user making it impossible to analyze the data by any other means. Naturally

this instrument can not be used for a Fourier DLTS setup. In addition to above

limitations there are few convenience related drawbacks too. It does not provide

for computer interfacing capability for the automation of the data acquisition or to

control the initial measurement parameters like rate window, biasing signal period

arid pulse width.

3.2.2.3. Results and Discussion

Sample 1 was measured using home-made DLTS system in the box-car mode

and the commercial (Sula) conventional DLTS. Fig. 3.8 shows the conventional box-

car DLTS spectra as obtained using the two set ups.

The most important difference in the two conventional spectra is in the num-

ber of peaks, four in the case of commercial DLTS system as opposed to eight in

home-made system. Since in the home made set up the DLTS peaks are constructed
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from the previously acquired C t data it is easy to derive a large number of peaks.

To acquire the same number of peaks using commercial DLTS (SULA), it will take

much more time since one temperature scan is required for each peak. Note that

in the spectra acquired using commercial set up the DLTS peaks are displayed in

volts which must be converted to capacitance using the capacitance meter range

and preamplifier gain using Eqn. 3.5

The resulting activation energy plots are compared in Fig. 3.9. Note the

increase in the data points using set-up II as opposed to set-up I. Also note the

increase in the range over which the data is spread.

To conclude, the home-built DLTS system (in the box-car mode) leads to

greater range and more data points in the activation energy plot when compared

to the commercial conventional DLTS for the same sample even without Fourier

analysis. This increased range and also the increase in total number of data points

gives the set up a potential of increasing the accuracy of the calculated values of

activation energy.

3.2.3. Comparison with Commercial Fourier DLTS

The Fourier spectra for sample LR2723AR obtained using the home-made

Fourier DLTS and a commercial fourier DLTS (Bio-rad) at Mitsubishi Silicon Amer-

ica, Salem, OR are shown in Fig. 3.10. The corresponding activation energy plots

are shown in Fig. 3.11.

The trap properties obtained from the home made FDLTS and those from

the commercial FDLTS for the same sample as displayed in Fig. 3.10 agree fairly

with each other within the limits of experimental error.
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FIGURE 3.11. Activation energy plots for LR2723AR obtained using: (a) home
made FDLTS set up and (b) commercial (Bio-rad) FDLTS set up
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3.3. Comparison of Fourier and Conventional Analysis

In this section, we compare the results from two analyses conventional and

Fourier, that clearly brings out the superiority of Fourier analysis.

The sample LR2723AR was also analyzed using commercial conventional

DLTS (SULA) and the resulting DLTS spectra are shown Fig. 3.12. Note that the

spectra are broad and it is difficult to resolve the maxima which makes it almost

impossible to get the activation energy plot. The only way to get the trap energy

for this sample was to use the Fourier analysis, as shown earlier in Fig. 3.10 and

Fig. 3.11.

The power of the Fourier analysis is clearly demonstrated in the case of

reference sample which had intentionally diffused gold. The Fourier analysis lead to

more accurate values of the activation energy. Moreover it revealed the presence of

both the hole and electron traps as shown in Fig. 3.13. The conventional analysis

was not able to detect electron traps at all.

Thus, we conclude that the conventional analysis using home made set up

gave better results than the commercial conventional equipment. The Fourier anal-

ysis on the other hand was equivalent to the commercial FDLTS equipment. The

home made system also demonstrated the advantages of Fourier analysis over con-

ventional analysis.
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FIGURE 3.12. Conventional box-car DLTS spectra for LR2723AR using commer-
cial conventional DLTS
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FIGURE 3.13. Activation energy plots for reference sample: Fourier analysis re-
sulted in two lines whereas conventional analysis resulted in only one line.
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4. INVESTIGATION OF GOLD CONTAMINATION IN SILICON

An exercise was carried out to investigate the presence of possible gold con-

tarnination in silicon in an industrial process. It is comparatively more difficult to

analyze or interpret the FDLTS data without a knowledge of the conventional DLTS

data. Hence we acquired the conventional DLTS spectrum for at least one time win-

dow and then measured the same sample using FDLTS. At the least, this strategy

helps determining the temperature range of interest. Moreover, conventional DLTS

method is less noisy because it is self-restoring in getting rid of the DC background.

Thus it may be the only way to get meaningfull data for noisy samples.

4.1. Reference Sample Preparation

As a first step, a reference sample was prepared. The reference sample was

created by diffusing gold at 700°C in a horizontal furnace. The backside of the

wafer was coated with 1500A° thick evaporated gold film before it was put into

the diffusion furnace. Schottky diodes were fabricated as outlined earlier in section

3.2.1, on the intentionally gold diffused wafer. The excess gold film (not diffused)

on the back side of the wafer served as the ohmic back contact.

4.2. Results and Discussion

After preliminary DLTS runs on all the samples under investigation, it was

found that all the samples could be categorized into three different groups: 1) sam-

ples (e.g. B4S2) which showed three peaks, 2) samples (e.g. B3S24) which showed

only the intermediate peak and 3) samples (e.g. B3S1) which showed only the high

temperature peak.
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4.2.1. Comparison of Conventional DLTS Spectra

Fig. 4.la shows the conventional box car DLTS spectra for the intentionally

gold diffused sample and a contamination-free p-type fresh base wafer. Spectra

for only one time window (t7 = 5 iris) is shown for the sake of clarity. The trap

concentration was estimated to be around 1013cm3. Note that the spectrum is

negative for the reference sample. As mentioned earlier, our set up as well as the

commercial conventional set up give negative box-car DLTS peaks for increasing

capacitance transients (i.e. majority carrier emission). That implies that the main

peak (at 170k) in the gold diffused reference sample is due to a hole trap.

Fig. 4.lb and Fig. 4.lc show the conventional DLTS spectra (t = 5 rns)

for all the representative samples under investigation. Note that sample B4S2 has

three positive peaks namely a high temperature peak around 215K, an intermediate

peak around 160K and a low temperature peak around 75K. Among all these peaks

the intermediate peak though smaller than the other two is the only peak at least

approximately at the same temperature as the one in intentionally diffused gold

reference sample. The sample B3S24 shows only the intermediate peak whereas

B351 has only very small high temperature peak. All the samples under investi-

gation were p-type wafers same as the reference sample. Note that all the DLTS

spectra peaks are positive as opposed to the negative one for the reference sample.

As discussed earlier only a minority carrier emission would result in a decreasing

transient and a positive peak in our DLTS system. A positive peak on p type wafer

would mean electron emission from the traps. Observation of minority carrier emis-

sion during DLTS on a Schottky barrier diode is rare. The minority carrier emission

was also confirmed by the shape of the raw capacitance transients captured in our

home-made Fourier DLTS set up. As seen in Fig. 4.2a and Fig. 4.2b the capacitance



transient for the reference sample is increasing whereas the sample B4S2 resulted in

a decreasing capacitance transient.

4.2.2. Comparison of Fourier Spectra and Arrhenius Plots

Fig. 4.3a shows the Fourier spectra for the gold diffused reference sample

and Fig. 4.3b shows Fourier spectra for sample B4S2 obtained using the home-made

Fourier DLTS set-up. In Fig. 4.3a also note a trend toward a second peak which was

confirmed by an analysis of the resulting Arrhenius plot. This peak corresponds to

electron trap as seen in Fig. 4.4a. This trap was detected by the Fourier set up only.

Fig. 4.4b shows the activation energy plots for the high and low temperature

peaks of B4S2. The Arrhenius plots for the negative peak (hole trap) in the Au-

diffused reference sample is also shown in Fig. 4.4a. Also plotted are Arrhenius

plots for the well accepted hole (Hi) and electron (El) trap levels for gold in silicon

from the literature [8]. Note that the Arrhenius plots corresponding to negative

peak on the reference sample and the intermediate peak on some samples lie near

each other and are also close to the Hi line. The data points corresponding to high

temperature peak of B4S2 are approximately midway between the El and Hi lines.

On the other hand the low temperature peak related Arrhenius line is far removed

from all the other lines. The energy level position corresponding to each peak was

calculated after fitting an exponential curve to the data.
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FIGURE 4.1. Conventional box-car DLTS spectra for: (a) reference sample and
base wafer (b) samples B4S1, B4S2 and B4S3 and (c) samples B3S1 and B3S24
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Peak Name Activation Energy ET(eV)

El (literature) 0.53

Hi (literature) 0.39

Reference Sample(E) 0.56

Reference Sample(H) 0.39

High Temp. Peak (B4S2) 0.54

Intermediate Temp. peak (B3S1) 0.24

4.2.3. Summary of Results

As seen previollsly, wafers which showed three peaks or at least the inter-

mediate temperature peak probably have a gold related impurity. The activation

energy plot corresponding to the high temperature peak does not lie exactly along

the accepted electron trap level activation plot, but the value of the activation en-

ergy calculated from the plot agrees fairly with the one in literature. The activation

energy for the traps corresponding to high temperature peak was found to be EA

0.54 eV. This value is in fair agreement with the activation energy value for gold

electron traps in the literature EA = 0.53 eV. The intermediate peak which peaks

around the same temperature as the reference sample's negative peak, results in an

Arrhenius plot which lies fairly close to the Hi line. However the activation energy

values obtained differ considerably from each other and from the value for hole traps

in the literature. The observation of minority emission during DLTS on Schottky

diode needs further discussion.
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FIGURE 4.4. Activation energy plot for: (a) reference sample and (b) sample B4S2
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4.3. Minority Carrier Emission: Discussion

As pointed out earlier all the samples under investigation showed minority

carrier emission. In the literature minority traps have been observed on SBDs.

Minority traps as well as the majority traps were observed on the same sample with

pn graded junction diodes [19] Traditionally Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs) are

used to detect majority traps only. According to Lang, unless the minority carriers

are excited optically, there is no way to detect minority traps using SBDs [1]. The

reason for this is that the minority dllrrent in a forward-biased or a reverse-biased

SBD is negligibly small as compared to the majority current. However, it has been

numerically shown that minority current flow in SBDs may not be negligible for

diodes with high barrier and low substrate doping [14-161. Although relatively

fewer in number, there have been some observations of minority traps in a DLTS

experiment using SBDs. Jackson and Sah [11] have reported finding hole traps on n

type Si. They reasoned that the samples in their study had the Fermi level pinned

to some position near the middle of the energy gap due to the heavy damage caused

by ion implantation, which increased the concentration of trapable minority carriers.

Stolt and Bohlin [10] detected both electron and hole gold traps in an intentionally

diffused gold sample in silicon. They attributed the minority carrier injection and

thus the detection of minority related traps to high barriers of their SBDs coupled

with incomplete trap filling. Auret and Nel [9] reported detecting both majority

and minority-carrier defects using DLTS (very similar to our reference sample case).

They used gold SBDs on n-Si for their study and the minority carrier detection was

facilitated by forward biased filling pulse.

There could also be certain experimental conditions where one would observe

peaks with opposite sign in a DLTS spectrum. It has been shown that if the series



resistance is high enough then there could be sign reversal in in Eqn. 3.2, which

could lead to negative peaks in conventional DLTS spectrum [2].



5. CONCLUSION

The conclusions of this study could be broadly divided into two parts; one

related to building Fourier DLTS setup and Fourier analysis in general and the other

related to investigation of gold contamination in silicon in a fabrication facility.

Following advantages of Fourier DLTS analysis over the conventional analysis

technique were observed

Fourier DLTS is more time efficient compared to conventional DLTS because of

the nature of analysis. The FDLTS measurement needs only one temperature

sweep in contrast to several sweeps for the conventional DLTS reducing the

time for the whole measurement immensely.

. As observed in the case of sample LR2723AR, FDLTS is better suited in cases

where conventional DLTS results into an irresolvable broad peaked spectrum

FDLTS has the inherent possibility of greater accuracy as far as the calculated

values of activation energy are concerned. FDLTS results in increase in the

number of data points spread over greater range available for fitting exercise

in the Arrhenius plot.

However there are some disadvantages of Fourier analysis. The Fourier spectra

are more difficult to interpret than the conventional DLTS spectra.

Our Fourier DLTS set up was found to have following additional advantages

over and above the previously enumerated advantages of Fourier analysis.

Some features of the homemade FDLTS set up makes it possible to save time

even further.
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1. The availability of options of slow and fast temperature stabilization in

the home made FDLTS allows the user to reduce the measurement time

further if he/she is ready to sacrifice accuracy. This feature is typically

useful during the first preliminary runs.

2. The user can choose between the two options for capturing single or

double sets of transient data. Choosing only single set of transient mea-

surement adds further to time savings but sacrifices possibility of greater

accuracy. Capturing double sets of transient data which is more time

consuming of the two increases the data-range in activation energy plot

and hence the accuracy.

During the FDLTS measurement using home made set up, the user can observe

the capacitance transients in real time and guess whether it is a single expo-

nential transient or multi-exponential or non-exponential transient while the

measurement is iii process. It also helps in stopping the lengthy measurement

process in time in an event of unacceptable data.

Compared to Sula technologies equipment, the HP4280A capacitance me-

ter used in FDLTS has better computer interfacing capabilities, which gives

FDLTS set-up an added feature of computer controlled starting parameters.

The transient data is stored in text format (CSV) in FDLTS set up. This

data could be used for additional analysis that could be performed in future

if needed. Conventional DLTS equipment on the other hand rarely has the

capability of digitizing and storing the complete raw capacitance transients.

Although the investigational study of gold contamination in silicon was not

very conclusive, the following conclusions could still be drawn.



. All the samples under investigation exhibited minority emission and thus have

electron traps.

. The contamination that created the observed electron traps is more likely to

be gold related.
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APPENDICES



APPENDIX A. The Graphical User Interface of Fourier DLTS Program

Fig. 5.1 shows the main graphical user interface (GUI) developed for the

Fourier DLTS program.

FOURIER DLTS

HPATH

1 DocuieM & Eicw

r C r
F43iánçz
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r VeSLbii:e4
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FIGURE 5.1. Graphical User Interface of the Fourier DLTS set up
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APPENDIX B. Source Code of Fourier DLTS Program

'XXXXXxXXXXXXXXxXXXxXXXXXXXxXXXXXxxXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXxXXXXXXx

'FOURIER DLTS ROUTINE USING

'EXT. C-t OF HP4280A AND HP8112A

'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

'VISUAL BASIC VERSION 5.00

'Attribute VB_Naine = "frmMain"

Option Explicit

Dim idl%, id2'/, 'Stores instrument addresses

Dim C(0 To 250, 0 To 3) As Double 'Stores captured C transient

Dim T(0 To 250, 0 To 3) As Double 'Stores time array

Dim NRS1, NRS2, nargs As Integer

Dim intf_idl, intf_id2 As Integer

Dim temp_sweep As Integer

Dim tdl, td2, th As Double

Dim Power, Settemp, Temp As Double

Dim transf_data As String * 20000

Dim al_slow(150), bl_slow(150) As Double

Dim al_fast(150), bl_fast(150) As Double

Dim conv_dlts(15, 150) As Double

Dim tau(15), calc_tau(150, 2) As Double

Dim cos_corr(250, 3) As Double

Dim sin_corr(250, 3) As Double

Const my_pi = 3.1415927

Private Sub cmdBrouse_Click()

frmBrouse . Show

'Private Sub innuFileOpen_Click()

CancelError is True.

On Error GoTo ErrHandler

Set filters.

'CoimnonDialogl.Filter = "All Files (*.*)I*.*IText

'Files (*.txt)I*.txtlBatch Files (*.bat)I*.bat"

Specify default filter.

CommonDialogl.Filterindex = 2
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Display the Open dialog box.

ComnionDialogi . ShowOpen

Call the open file procedure.

'OpenFile (CominonDialogl .Filename)

txtFilePath_and_Naine . Text = ConunonDialogi . Filename

Exit Sub

ErrHandler:

User pressed Cancel button.

Exit Sub

End Sub

Sub cmdExit_Click()

If idlY. <> 0 Then

iclear (idlY.)

iclose (idl°h)

End If

If id2°h <> 0 Then

iclear (id2°fl)

iclose (id2%)

End If

Call sicicleanup

End

End Sub

'Tell SICL to clean up for this task

Private Sub cnidHold_Temp_Click()

If id2% 0 Then

id2°h = iopen("hpib7,12") 'open cession with the Temp.control.

Call itimeout(id2%, 3000)

intf_id2 = igetintfsess(id2°h)

Call iclear(id2%)

delay (1)

Call iclear(intf_id2)

End If
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-Set Initial Hold Temp-
Temp = CDb1(txtHold_Temp.Text)

Settemp = CDbl(txtHold_Temp.Text)

InitializeTempcontroller 'Initialize temp. controller

Call Set_temp(Settenip) 'Call function set temp.

End Sub

Private Sub cmdNeasure_Click()

Dim V1$

Dim i, nargs As Integer

Dim reason, 1_BUF_READ As Integer

Dim howmuch As Long

Dim Titlel$

Dim ii)'.

Dim lengthl As String

'disable the measure button

cmdMeasure.Enabled = False

Set up an error handler within this subroutine that will

get called if a SICL error occurs.

On Error GoTo ErrorHandler

txtStatus.Text = 'OPENING CESSIONS WITH THE INSTRUMENTS"

sensible_data 1

idl% = iopen("hpib7,18") 'open cession with the HP4280A.

Call itimeout(idl%, 20000)

intf_idl = igetintfsess(idlX)

Call iclear(idl%)

delay (1)

Call iclear(intf_idl)

If id2°h 0 Then

id2Y. = iopen("hpib7,12") 'open cession with the Temp.control.

Call itimeout(id2°h, 3000)

intf_id2 = igetintfsess(id2%)

Call iclear(id2°h)

delay (1)



Call iclear(intf_id2)

End If

Convert User Input Strings (Starting Paraieters) ---------

Into Variables ---------------------------------

Settemp = CDb1(txtStartTemp.Text)

Temp = CDb1(txtStartTemp.Text)

NRS1 = CInt(txtNRSl.Text)

tdl = CDb1(txtTdl.Text)

NRS2 = CInt(txtNRS2.Text)

td2 CDbl(txtTd2.Text)

temp_sweep 1

mi_excel NRS1, NRS2

set_temp_controller:

Initialize_Tempcontroller

set_temperature:

txtStatus.Text = "SETTING NEXT TEMPERATURE"

Call Set_temp(Settemp)

Read_Temperature:

Read_Temp

If Abs(Temp Settemp) > 0.2 Then

GoTo Read_Temperature

Else

txtStatus.Text = "STABILIZING SAMPLE TEMPERATURE"

Stabilize_Temp

End If

[f optOne = True Then

txtStatus.Text = "DOING THE MEASUREMENTS"

Measure_CT NRS1, tdl

txtStatus.Text = "SAVING DATA IN EXCEL"

store_data NRS1, 1

Calculate_corr_funl temp_sweep, 1

saveexcel NRS1, 1, temp_sweep

Else

'If optTwo = True Then

txtStatus.Text = "DOING THE 1ST SET MEASUREMENTS"

Measure_CT NRS1, tdl

txtStatus.Text "SAVING DATA IN EXCEL"

store_data NRS1, 1
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Calculate_corr_funl temp_sweep, 1

saveexcel NRS1, 1, temp_sweep

txtStatus.Text "DOING THE 2ND SET MEASUREMENTS"

Measure_CT NRS2, td2

txtStatus.Text = "SAVING DATA IN EXCEL"

store_data NRS2, 2

Calculate_corr_fun2 temp_sweep, 2

saveexcel NRS2, 2, temp_sweep

End If

Settemp = Settemp + CDb1(txtStepTemp.Text)

temp_sweep = temp_sweep + 1

If Settemp >= CDbl(txtEndTemp.Text) Then

GoTo set_temperature

GoTo set_temp_controller

End If

Call ivprintf(idl%, "BC" + Chr$(1O))

Unload frmMain

ErrorHandler:

Display the error message

Titlel$ = "*** Error : " + Error$ + Chr(13)

ii'!, = MsgBox(Titlel$, 1 Or 16, "Attention")

If ±1°!, = 2 Then

Call sicicleanup

End

Close the device session if iopen was successful.

If idlY, <> 0 Then iclose (idlY.)

'If id2% <> 0 Then iclose 0

End If

End Sub

Private Sub sensible_data(ByRef correctness As Integer)

Dim Message As Integer

correctness = (CInt(txtStartTemp.Text) CInt(txtEndTemp)) I

CInt (txtStepTemp . Text)



If correctness > 0 Then

Message = MsgBox("wrong data", 5)

txtStatus.Text = "WRONG DATA TRY AGAIN"

If Message = 2 Then

End

Else

cmdMeasure.Enabled = True

End If

End If

End Sub

,

Private Sub store_data(ByVal NRS As Integer,

ByVal Nsets As Integer)

Dim i, checki As Integer

checki = InStr(txtFile_Path_and_Name . Text, ".txt")

'If checki <> 0 Then

'Open txtFile_Path_and_Name.Text For Output As #1

'Else

If Nsets = 1 Then

Open txtFile_Path_and_Name.Text + "ext_ct" + CStr(Temp)

+ "fast" + ".txt" For Output As #1

Else

Open txtFile_Path_and_Name.Text + "ext_ct" + CStr(Temp)

+ "slow" + ".txt" For Output As #1

End If

'End If

Print #1, "Sample Name: " + txtSainple.Text

Print #1,

Print #1, "Starting Temperature = " + txtStartTenip.Text

Print #1, "End Temperature = " + txtEndTemp.Text

Print #1, "Temperature Step = " + txtStepTeinp.Text

Print #1,

Print #1, "NRS " + CStr(NRS)

Print #1, "Temp =" + CStr(Temp)

If Nsets = 1 Then

Print #1, "td = " + CStr(tdl) + "s"

Print #1, "th = " + CStr(th) + "s"



For i = 0 To (NRS 1)
C(i, 0) = CDb1(Mid$(transf_data, 4 + (i) * 27, 12))
'T(i, 0) = CDbl(Mid$(transf_data, 18 + (1) * 27, 8))
Print #1, i, C(i, 0), T(i, 0)
Next

Else
Print #1, 'td = " + CStr(td2) + 's'
Print #1, "th = " + CStr(th) + "s'
For i = 0 To (NRS 1)
C(i, 1) = CDb1(Mid$(transf_data, 4 + (i) * 27, 12))
'T(i, 1) = CDb1(Nid$(transf_data, 18 + (I) * 27, 8))
Print #1, 1, C(i, 1), T(i, 1)
Next

End If
Close #1
End Sub
Sub Initialize_TempcontrollerO
Dim commandstrl$

Call iwrite(1d2%, "C", 10, 1, 1)
delay (0.5)
Power = 75
If Temp < 130 Then
commandstrl$ = "P' + CStr(Power) + "120R5"
Else
commandstrl$ = "P" + CStr(Power) + "130R5"
End If
Call iwrite(1d2%, comniandstrl$, Len(coininandstrl$), 1, 10)
delay (1)

End Sub

Sub Set_temp(ByVal Set_temp As Double)

Dim commandstr2$

coinmandstr2$ = "S' + CStr(Settemp)
Call iwrite(1d2%, commandstr2$, Len(commandstr2$), 1, 10)
delay (0.5)
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End Sub

Sub Read_TempO

Dim readbuf As String * 128

Call iwrite(id2°h, 'Ws", 10, 1, 10)

delay (0.5)

nargs = ivscanf(id2°h, "°h128t", readbuf)

delay (0.5)

Temp = CDb1(Val(readbuf))

End Sub

Private Sub Stabilize_Tempo

If optStabilize = True Then

delay (25)

Else

delay (5)

End If

End Sub

Private Sub Measure_CT(ByVal NRS As Integer, ByVal td As Double)

Dim readbuf As String * 128

Dim field_width As String

Dim actual As Long

Dim tempi, temp2 As Double

transf_data =

th = td * 75

iclear (idl°h)

Call ivprintf(idl%, "TR3,BC" + Chr$(10))

'Call ivprintf(idl°h, HERR?" + Chr$(10))
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'Call ivscanf(idl°h, "°h128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idl°h, "FN5" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(id17, "°h128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idl°h, "CN12" Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(idl%, "70128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idt%, "IBO" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(idl%, "°10128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idl°h, "RAI" + Chr$(1O))

delay (2)

'Call ivprintf(idl°h, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(idl°h, "°h128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(id170, "CHl,CS" Chr$(1O))

delay (2)

Call ivprintf(idl°h, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

Call ivscanf(idlY,, "%128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idl%, "SAl" + Chr$(1O))

delay (2)

Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

Call ivscanf(idl%, "°h128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(id17, "BLi" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(id1h, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(idlY., "%128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idl%, "PN" + CStr(NRS) + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(idl%, "°h128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idlX, "PH" CStr(th) + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(idl%, "°h128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idl°h, "PT" + CStr(td) Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(1O))

'Call ivscanf(idl%, "Y0128t", readbuf)

Call ivprintf(idl%, "MDl" Chr$(1O))

'Call ivprintf(idl%, "ERR?" + Chr$(lO))

'Call ivscanf(idl°h, "%128t", readbuf)

Read_Temp

tempi = Temp

Call ivprintf(idl%, "SWi" + Chr$(lO))

Read_Temp

temp2 = Temp
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Temp = (temp2 + tempi) I 2

'Call ivprintf(idl°h, "ERR?' + Chr$(10))

'Call ivscanf(idl%, "%128t", readbuf)

If td = 0.0002 Then

delay (37)

Else

delay (50)

delay (42)

'delay (30)

End If

iclear (intf_idl)

Call ivprintf(idl°h, "BD" + Chr$(10))

'Call ivprintf(idl°h, "ERR?" + Chr$(10))

'Call ivscanf(idl°h, "%128t", readbuf)

delay (1)

field_width = CStr(NRS * 27)

iclear (intf_idl)

Call itimeout(idl%, 20000)

Call ivscanf(idl%, "%" + CStr(NRS * 27)+ "t", transf_data) 'NRS*41

End Sub

Private Sub delayTimer_Tinier()

DelayTimer.Enabled False

End Sub

Sub Form_Load()

Dim Title$

Dim i%

Dim test As Integer

idl°10 = 0

id2% = 0

Title$ = "Turn on the HP-4280A meter and open Bookl.xls from

C:\My Documents" + Chr(13)

= MsgBox(Title$, 1 Or 16, "Attention")

If i% = 2 Then End
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End Sub

Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer)

If idl°h <> 0 Then

iclear (idl%)

iclose (idl%)

End If

If id2% <> 0 Then

iclear (id2%)

iclose (id2%)

End If

Call sicicleanup ' Tell SICL to clean up for this task

End

End Sub

Sub delay(Wait As Single)

DelayTimer.Interval = Wait * 1000

DelayTimer.Enabled = True

While DelayTimer.Enabled = True

DoEvents

Wend

End Sub

Sub Calculate_corr_funl(ByVal sweep_no As Integer, ByVal nset As Integer)

Dim i As Integer

conv_dlts(1, sweep_no) = C(0, 0) C(9, 0)

conv_dlts(2, sweep_no) = C(2, 0) C(29, 0)

conv_dlts(3, sweep_no) = C(4, 0) C(49, 0)

conv_dlts(4, sweep_no) = C(9, 0) C(99, 0)
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Dim test As Double

'test = (2 / T(NRS1 1, 0))

'test = (C(i, 0) + C(i + 1, 0)) / 2

'test = ((C(i, 0) + C(i + 1, 0)) / 2) * tdl

'test = 2 * my_pi * ± * T(i, 0)

'test = Cos(2 * iny_pi * ± * T(i, 0) / T(NRS1 1, 0))

For ± = 0 To (NRS1 1)

cos_corr(i, nset) = C(i, 0) * Cos(2 * my_pi * i * tdl

I T(NRS1 2, 0))

sin_corr(i, nset) = C(i, 0) * Sin(2 * my_pi * ± * tdl

/ T(NRS1 2, 0))

Next

al_f ast(sweep_no) = 0

bl_fast(sweep_no) 0

For i = 0 To NRS1 2

al_f ast(sweep_no) = al_fast(sweep_no) +

((cos_corr(i, nset) + cos_corr(i + 1, nset)) / 2) * tdl

* (2 / T(NRS1 1, 0))

bl_fast(sweep_no) = bl_fast(sweep_no) +

((sin_corr(i, nset) sin_corr(i + 1, nset)) / 2) * tdl

* (2 / T(NRS1 1, 0))

Next

calc_tau(sweep_no, 1) = (NRS1 * tdl / (2 * my_pi)) *

(bi_fast (sweep_no) / al_fast (sweep_no))

End Sub

Sub Calculate_corr_fun2

(ByVal sweep_no As Integer, ByVal nset As Integer)

Dim ± As Integer

conv_dlts(5, sweep_no) = C(0, 1) C(9, 1)

conv_dlts(6, sweep_no) = C(2, 1) C(29, 1)

conv_dlts(7, sweep_no) = C(4, 1) C(49, 1)

conv_dlts(8, sweep_no) = C(9, 1) C(99, 1)
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For i = 0 To (N

cos_corr(i,

T(NRS2 2,

sin_corr(i,

T(NRS2 2,

Next

RS2 1)

nset) = C(i, 1) * Cos(2 * my_pi * ± * td2 /

1))

nset) = C(i, 1) * Sin(2 * my_pi * I * td2 /

1))

al_slow(sweep_no) = 0

bl_slow(sweep_no) = 0

For i = 0 To NRS2 2

al_slow(sweep_no) = al_slow(sweep_no) +

((coscorr(±, nset) + cos_corr(i + 1, nset)) I 2) * td2 *

(2 / T(NRS2 1, 1))

bl_slow(sweep_no) = bl_slow(sweep_no) +

((sin_corr(±, nset) + s±n_corr(i + 1, nset)) I 2) * td2 *

(2 / T(NRS2 1, 1))

Next

calc_tau(sweep_no, 2) = (NRS2 * td2 / (2 * my_pi)) *

(bl_slow(sweep_no) I al_slow(sweep_no))

End Sub

Sub saveexcel(ByVal NRS As Integer, ByVal Nsets

As Integer, ByVal sweepno As Integer)

Dim MyXL As Object 'Variable to hold reference

Dim xl As Object

Dim ws As Object

Dim noofsteps As Integer

Dim i As Integer

Dim ExceiWasNotRunning As Integer

'Dim sweep()

'Data Entering in EXCEL

Set MyXL = GetObject("C:/my documents/Bookl.xls")

(, "c:/Excel.Application")

'Set MyXL = GetObject(C:/prograin files/microsoft office!



office/excel .Application") "Booki") '"activesheet")
If Err <> 0 Then ExceiWasNotRunning = -1 'True

Err = 0 'Clear Err object in case error occurred.

If ExceiWasNotRunning = -1 Then 'True Then

MsgBox

"First Run 'Excel', and open the Bookl.xls in My Documents'

MyXL . Application. Quit

End If

Set xl = MyXL.Application 'xlApp.Applications

Set ws = xl.ActiveSheet

MyXL.Application.Visible = True

'MyXL.Parent .Windows(1) .Visible = True

If Nsets = 1 Then

For i = 0 To (NRS 1)

'ws.Cells(2, 1) = C(i)

ws.Cells(2 i, 1).value = i

ws.Cells(2 + 1, 2).value = C(i, 0)

'ws.Cells(2 + 1, 3).value = T(i, 0)

Next

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 1).value = sweepno

ws.Cells(104 sweepno, 2).value Temp

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 3).value = conv_dlts(1, sweepno)
'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 4).value tau(1)

ws.Cells(104 sweepno, 5).value conv_dlts(2, sweepno)

'ws.Cells(104 sweepno, 6).value = tau(2)

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 7).value = conv_dlts(3, sweepno)
'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 8).value = tau(3)

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 9).value = conv_dlts(4, sweepno)
'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 1O).value = tau(4)

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

'ws.Cells(104 sweepno,

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno,

11).value =

12).value =

13) .value =

14) .value =

15).value =

16).value =

17).value =

18).value =

19).value al_f ast(sweepno)

20).value = bl_fast(sweepno)
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ws.Cells(1 + sweepno, 23).value = calc_tau(sweepno, 1)
Else

For i 0 To (NRS 1)

'ws.Cells(2, 1) = CU)
ws.Cells(2 + 1, 6).value = i.

ws.Cells(2 + i, 7).value CU, 1)
'ws.Cells(2 1, 8).value T(i, 1)

Next

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 11).value

'ws.Cells(104 sweepno, 12).value

ws.Cells(104 sweepno, 13).value

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, l4Yvalue

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 15).value

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 16).value

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 17).value

'ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 18).value

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 21).value

ws.Cells(104 + sweepno, 22).value

ws.Cells(1 sweepno, 27).value

End If

End Sub

Private Sub optone_Click()

cmdMeasure.Enabled = True

txtNRS2.Text = "0"

txtTd2.Text = "0"

End Sub

Private Sub optTwo_Click()

cindMeasure.Enabled = True

End Sub

= conv_dlts(5, sweepno)

= tau(5)

= conv_dlts(6, sweepno)

= tau(6)

= conv_dlts(7, sweepno)

= tau(7)

= conv_dlts(8, sweepno)

= tau(8)

= al_slow(sweepno)

bl_slow(sweepno)

alc_tau(sweepno, 2)

Function max(ByRef given_array() As Double,



ByVal no_ele As Integer) As Double

Dim i As Integer

Dim max_ele As Double

max_ele = given_array(1)

For ± = 2 To no_ele

If max_ele < given_array(i) Then max_ele = given_array(i)

Next

max = max_ele

End Function

Sub ini_excel(ByVal NRS1 As Integer, ByVal NRS2

As Integer) ', ByVal sweepno As Integer)

Dim MyXL As Object 'Variable to hold reference

Dim xl As Object

Dim ws As Object

Dim noofsteps As Integer

Dim i As Integer

Dim ExcelWasNotRunning As Integer

For i = 0 To NRS1 1

T(i, 0) = tdl + (i * tdl)

Next

If txtNRS2.Text <> "0" Then

For i = 0 To NRS2 1

T(i, 1) = td2 + (i * td2)

Next

End If

'Data Entering in EXCEL

Set MyXL = GetObject("C:/my documents/Booki .xls")

If Err <> 0 Then ExceiWasNotRunning = -1 'True

Err = 0 'Clear Err object in case error occurred.

If ExcelWasNotRunning = -1 Then 'True Then

MsgBox
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"First Run 'Excel', and open the Bookl.xls in My Documents"

MyXL . Application. Quit

End If

Set xl MyXL.Application 'xlApp.Applications

Set ws xl.ActiveSheet

MyXL.Application.Visible = True

ws.Cells(1, 1).value "n'

ws.Cells(1, 2).value = "Capacitance pF"

ws.Cells(1, 3).value "Time s"

ws.Cells(1, 6).value = "n'

ws.Cells(1, 7).value "Capacitance pF"

ws.Cells(1, 8).value = "Time 5"

ws.Cells(1, 11).value = "tau s'

ws.Cells(1, 12).value = "Max"

ws.Cells(104, 1) .value = "no."

ws.Cells(104, 2).value = "Temp T K"

ws.Cells(104, 3).value = "C(tl)-C(t2)pF"

ws.Cells(104, 4).value "taul"

ws.Cells(104, 5).value = "C(tl)-C(t2 pF)"

ws.Cells(104, 6).value "tau2"

ws.Cells(104, 7).value "C(tl)-C(t2) pF"

ws.Cells(104, 8).value = "tau3"

ws.Cells(104, 9).value = "C(tl)-C(t2) pF"

ws.Cells(104, lO).value = "tau4"

ws.Cells(104, 19) .value = "al_fast"

ws.Cells(104, 20).value = "bl_fast"

ws.Cells(104, ll).value = "C(tl)-C(t2)pF"

ws.Cells(l04, 12).value = "tau5"

ws.Cells(104, 13).value = "C(tl)-C(t2 pF)"

ws.Cells(104, 14).value = "tau6"

ws.Cells(104, 15).value = "C(tl)-C(t2) pF"

ws.Cells(104, 16).value = "tau7"

ws.Cells(104, lfl.value = "C(tl)-C(t2) pF"

ws.Cells(104, l8).value = "tau8"

ws.Cells(l04, 21) .value = "al_slow"

ws.Cells(104, 22) .value "bi_slow"

tau(l) (T(9, 0) T(0, 0)) / (Log(T(9, 0) / T(0, 0)))

tau(2) = (T(29, 0) T(2, 0)) / (Log(T(29, 0) I T(2, 0)))

tau(3) = (T(49, 0) T(4, 0)) / (Log(T(49, 0) / T(4, 0)))



tau(4) = (T(99, 0) T(9, 0)) / (Log(T(99, 0) / T(9, 0)))

For i = 0 To NRS1 1

ws.Cells(2 + 1, 3).value = T(i, 0)

Next

ws.Cells(105, 4).value = tau(1)

ws.Cells(105, 6).value = tau(2)

ws.Cells(105, 8).value = tau(3)

ws.Cells(105, 10).value = tau(4)

If txtNRS2.Text <> "0" Then
tau(5) = (T(9, 1) T(0, 1)) / (Log(T(9, I

tau(6) = (T(29, 1) T(2, 1)) / (Log(T(29,

tau(7) = (T(49, 1) T(4, 1)) / (Log(T(49,
tau(8) = (T(99, 1) T(9, 1)) / (Log(T(99,

ws.Cells(105, 12).value = tau(5)

ws.Cells(105, 14).value = tau(6)

ws.Cells(105, 16).value tau(7)

ws.Cells(105, 18).value = tau(8)

For i = 0 To NRS2 1

ws.Cells(2 i, 8) .value = T(i, 1)
Next

End If

For ± = 1 To 8
ws.Cells(1 + i, 11) = tau(i)

Next

End Sub

/ T(0, 1)))

1) / T(2, 1)))

1)! T(4, 1)))

1) / T(9, 1)))
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